Relationship between gene function and gene location in Escherichia coli.
Genes of Escherichia coli were grouped according to the "biochemical relatedness" of the enzymes they specifiy, using two schemes to determine relatedness: similarity of reaction or similarity of reactants. The tendency of biochemically related genes as so defined to lie approximately 90 degrees or 180 degrees from one another on the circular genetic map was analyzed statistically. Of the classes analyzed, only the genes for the enzymes of glucose catabolism showed a significant departure from random distribution in this respect. The glucose catabolism genes showed a pronounced tendency to lie either 90 degrees of 180 degrees from one another (P = ca. 10(-9)), and, furthermore, most of these genes were found to lie in only four gene clusters on the E. coli genome. The significance of this observation is discussed in relation to evolutionary mechanisms and to mechanisms of gene expression.